
LESSON 7: How did our design compare to others in the class?
PREVIOUS LESSON After a discussion about packaging materials and how-to instructions, we worked in teams to draw models of our homemade flameless heaters. We built

prototypes and tested them using a Design Testing Matrix based on our criteria and constraints. We reflected on our work with self-assessments of our
engineering work and our teamwork.

THIS LESSON

PROBLEMATIZING

1 day

We provide and receive critiques about our flameless heater designs with other teams and work as a class to
identify the most promising design characteristics. As we do this, we realize that we don’t know how to evaluate
how easy our designs are to follow because we never had anyone else put them together. We decide to have
another group test how easily they can follow our instructions in our next redesign.

NEXT LESSON We will use the design characteristic ideas that are most promising to investigate if making those changes will affect other characteristics of our design and
impact stakeholders. Our group will use this information to decide which changes we want to implement in our final homemade heater designs.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-PS1-6, MS-ETS1-2, MS-ETS1-3,
MS-ETS1-4

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

7.A Respectfully provide and receive critiques about design solutions to evaluate competing designs with respect to how they meet criteria and
constraints and consider patterns across multiple designs to determine which design characteristics caused more effective outcomes in
performance.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

We identify which design characteristics lead to the best performance, and we want to optimize our flameless heater designs by
incorporating different combinations of these characteristics.
We need to systematically examine how changes in one part of our design might cause changes in another part.
We need other groups to test our designs to see if our instructions are clear.



Lesson 7 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 2 min NAVIGATION
Students prepare for sharing their designs with partner teams.

A Design Testing Matrix

2 22 min EXCHANGE IDEAS WITH PARTNER TEAMS
Students share their designs with partner teams.

B-C Design Testing Matrix, Peer Feedback on Designs, space for partner
teams to share designs

3 14 min WHOLE-GROUP SHARING OF MOST PROMISING DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Students meet in the Engineers Circle to share and record the most promising design
characteristics.

D Design Testing Matrix

4 4 min ADD TO OUR PROGRESS TRACKERS
Students update their Progress Trackers.

E

5 3 min INDIVIDUALLY RANK CRITERIA AND CONSTRAINTS
Students individually consider priorities among criteria and constraints and the
consequences of making certain changes.

F-G Design Testing Matrix

End of day 1



Lesson 7 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials Design Testing Matrix
Peer Feedback on Designs
science notebooks

space for partner teams to share designs

Materials preparation (10 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Based on each team’s design performance in Lesson 6, plan team pairings for feedback rounds.
Prepare a poster for the Engineers Circle discussion to record the most promising design ideas for each criteria and constraint.



Lesson 7 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

In the previous lesson, students tested their flameless heater designs and collected data to inform their next redesign. The small- and whole-group discussions in this lesson allow students to
identify the most promising design features of a flameless heater and begin to think about what changes they want to make to their team’s design and what consequences might occur as a
result of those changes. This lesson gives students opportunities for authentic scientific communication, including supporting claims about performance with evidence from investigations,
providing and receiving critiques, and asking questions for clarification.

Where We Are NOT Going

Sharing current design solutions with others and engaging in reciprocal feedback is an important aspect of engineering design. Students may be very excited and have new ideas about how to
optimize their designs. Although it is productive for students to be thinking about their priorities for design modifications, decisions about specific changes should wait until a systematic look at
potential consequences of any change is done in the next lesson.

In the spirit of collaboration, sharing of design performance should not be a competition. Teams should stay focused on sharing what worked or didn’t work and collaboratively agree on the
most promising design solutions. The norm setting step is important for reminding students that giving and receiving feedback takes vulnerability. Critiques should be focused on design
performance not team members or their actions.



2 min

22 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 7
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: Design Testing Matrix

Motivate the need to share ideas with others. Display slide A. Say, In our last lesson, we tested our prototype designs and had some exciting
results. Look back at your Design Testing Matrix and think about the performance of your design against the criteria and constraints. Ask, Is there one
particular characteristic you’d like to improve? Pause briefly to let students think.

Ask, Many of us may not know exactly what to do, so how might it be helpful to learn about the performance of other team’s designs? Allow 1 or 2
students to answer and listen for ideas about learning from each other through feedback.

2 · EXCHANGE IDEAS WITH PARTNER TEAMS
MATERIALS: Design Testing Matrix, Peer Feedback on Designs, space for partner teams to share designs

Discuss norms for giving and receiving feedback.✱ Display slide B. Ask students to revisit the classroom norms and to share ideas for which
norms are especially important when giving and receiving feedback. Allow a few students to quickly share their thinking with the class and
listen for ideas such as the following:

We critique ideas, not people.
We encourage other voices that haven’t been heard yet.
We listen carefully and ask questions to help us understand.

Say, These are all important to help us learn from each other as we share our designs with other teams.

Give teams time to share and compare designs with two other teams. Display slide C and use it to explain the process for sharing designs
among teams. Explain the following:

Each team will have 3 minutes to share their design with their partner team (for a total of 6 minutes). Partner teams should record
information about how the presenting team’s design performed in their Design Testing Matrix.
Then partner teams will have 4 minutes to individually give written feedback using the guiding questions in their Peer Feedback on
Designs. Teams may discuss the presenting team’s design during this time, if needed for clarity, but groups should be mindful of the
time so that each person can think about and give helpful feedback to their partner team.
Teams will complete two rounds of sharing using this process. Each round should take a total of 10 minutes. Determine a method
for timekeeping to ensure that all teams have time to share, receive, and give feedback.

Say, Listen carefully to the successes that other teams have experienced with their designs because we will come together in the Engineers Circle to
share the most promising ideas. It may be useful for you to make notes in your science notebook about promising ideas so that you can reference
them later in our whole-group discussion and when you are making decisions about the next iteration of your team’s design.

Circulate and listen in as students are sharing their designs with partner teams. Push students to back up the performance of different design
characteristics with evidence from their investigations and encourage students to listen to, compare, and critique the designs of partner
teams.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN ARGUMENT FROM
EVIDENCE

Sharing ideas clearly and persuasively is an
important aspect of scientific
communication. As students are engaged in
cross-team discussions, circulate and
encourage presenting teams to cite evidence
to support the performance of different
design characteristics. Partner teams should
ask clarifying questions to elicit details that
reveal why a particular design feature leads
to improved performance.

Universal Design for Learning: Students may
benefit from sentence starters to help them
express what they know. Consider providing
some sentence or question starters, such as
the following:

This characteristic of our design led
to better performance because
_____.
The evidence that supports the
effectiveness of this characteristic
of our design is _____.
Why do you think that
characteristic of your design
resulted in _____?
How do you know that
characteristic of your design was
important to performance?



14 min

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

7.A.1 Respectfully provide and receive critiques about design solutions to evaluate competing designs with
respect to how they meet criteria and constraints and consider patterns across multiple designs to determine
which design characteristics caused more effective outcomes in performance.

What to look for: Students cite evidence to support the performance of different design characteristics. Partner
teams ask clarifying questions to elicit details that reveal why a particular design feature leads to improved
performance.

What to do: If students are struggling to back up their ideas with evidence, direct them to Design Testing Matrix.
Students should also be encouraged to ask clarifying questions that reveal underlying reasons for how particular
characteristics performed. Provide sentence starters, such as those listed above, to support students in this task.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

To keep the focus of sharing and feedback on identifying successes, make careful decisions about which groups
are paired together. Pair teams that had similar levels of success in Lesson 6 and avoid pairing teams with the
highest functioning and lowest functioning designs together. To save time, determine and post partner teams
before class.

3 · WHOLE-GROUP SHARING OF MOST PROMISING DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
MATERIALS: Design Testing Matrix, science notebooks

Gather the class in the Engineers Circle. Display slide D. Say, It sounds like you all learned a lot by sharing your designs with partner teams. Let’s
meet in the Engineers Circle now to share and record the most promising design characteristics.

Create a record of the most promising design characteristics. Display a poster to record the class discussion of the most promising design
characteristics.

Begin the conversation by asking, Can someone share a design characteristic they saw or heard about from a partner team that they'd like to try in
their team’s design? Or that they think might improve the performance of their team’s design?✱

Some examples may include the following:

Design characteristic What was promising?
What were the tradeoffs? Why was it effective?

Reactants were in a cylinder that food
surrounded.

This really helped it get to a high temp
(49ºC), but it pushed the cost over $3.

It maximizes contact between reactants
and food.

They used all glass containers. It held the temperature for a long time
and didn’t use that many reactants to
get to temp.

The glass insulated the heat so that the
energy couldn’t be transferred out.

They used all plastic. This made the design lightweight, but
heat transferred away from the food to
the environment too quickly.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
DEVELOPING AND USING STABILITY
AND CHANGE

As students share their ideas about
promising design characteristics, they may
naturally begin to think about and discuss
the cascading consequences of making
changes to their team design. For example,
using a lower cost container might give them
more money for reactants, but using more
reactants will change the mass of the
system. This thinking can be leveraged in
Lesson 8 when students will systematically
document how changes in one part of their
designed system will affect other parts. Keep
the focus of this discussion on identifying
the most promising design characteristics
but encourage students to write down their
ideas about the consequences of making
changes for reference in future lessons.



4 min

The amount of food was 150 grams. This made less food to heat up, but it
might not be enough food to fill
everyone up.

Less food to heat up means that less
energy transfer is required from the
heater system to the food system.

Images were included with each step of
the instructions.

This helped us understand the how-to
instructions a lot better.

Visual images will work for any
language that people use. Also, a visual
helps communicate details that words
cannot easily describe.

Keep track of promising ideas for design characteristics on the poster and help students connect to the criteria and constraints on Design
Testing Matrix by asking which criteria or constraint(s) the design characteristic addressed as they share out.

After each team has an opportunity to share, review the poster and ask, Did we address all of our criteria and constraints? Do we have a
promising idea for cost? For mass? For temperature? For time? If the answer to any of these is no, ask students to suggest ideas to add to the
poster. Next address “Clear and easy-to-follow directions,” which may have few or no promising ideas to record. Spend some time exploring
this to set the stage for Lesson 9.

Suggested prompts Sample student responses

Did anyone have a promising idea for “Clear and easy-to-follow
directions”?

We read another team’s directions, and they made sense.

What evidence do you have to say that the directions really work? Did
you try them out?

No.

So, if we didn’t actually try out anyone’s directions, what could we do to
give this criteria a fair test?

We should try each other’s directions to see if we can reproduce their
results.

Explain to students that the data collected on this poster will inform our work moving forward.

4 · ADD TO OUR PROGRESS TRACKERS
MATERIALS: science notebooks

Update our Progress Trackers. Display slide E. Stay in the Engineers Circle and direct students to the Progress Tracker section of their science
notebooks. Say, We really learned a lot by sharing and comparing our designs with each other. This is an important practice of engineers.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What should we record in our tracker? What did team sharing look
like?

We shared how our designs performed for each criteria and
constraint.

We compared different designs and how they performed for each
criteria and constraint and agreed on some of the most promising
design characteristics.



Say, OK, let’s capture that on the left side of our Progress Tracker (write the left side down on a large sticky note to add to the “What We Do as
Engineers board). So, how did comparing with other teams help us in our designs? Record what you learned from comparing designs with other
teams on the right side of your tracker.

What did we do as engineers? What did we figure out that can help us with our designs?

We compared designs based on the
results of their performance against
defined criteria and constraints.
We identified the most promising design
characteristics.

We have some ideas about which characteristics lead to the
best performance outcomes in our designs.
We want to make changes (optimize our designs) by
incorporating different combinations of characteristics in our
designs to improve performance.

Say, Let’s add these ideas to our What We Do as Engineers board.



3 min5 · INDIVIDUALLY RANK CRITERIA AND CONSTRAINTS
MATERIALS: Design Testing Matrix

Rank each criteria and constraint. Display slide F. Say, We have learned a lot about how different design characteristics performed, and it would
be great if we could all use the all best characteristics. If we change too many things at once, we won’t know which design characteristic helped or
hindered performance. Ask students to individually look over their Design Testing Matrix and add a row to individually assign a numerical
ranking (1, 2, 3…) indicating what they think is the highest priority to change when they optimize their designs.

Motivate the need to share rankings with team members. Display slide G. Say, You may be thinking about specific changes that would improve
the performance of your design. Why is it important to share your rankings with your team members? Give students the remaining time to answer
the question on the slide in their notebooks and remind them to be prepared to share the justification for their rankings with their team in
the next lesson.

Additional Lesson 7 Teacher Guidance
SUPPORTING
STUDENTS IN
MAKING
CONNECTIONS IN
ELA

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.7.1.A Come to discussions prepared, having read or researched material under study;
explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to evidence on the topic, text, or issue to probe and reflect on
ideas under discussion.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.7.1.C Pose questions that elicit elaboration and respond to others' questions and
comments with relevant observations and ideas that bring the discussion back on topic as needed.

During this lesson, students will listen to their partner teams share about their designs, take notes and give
feedback about those designs, and then use that preparation to contribute meaningfully to a whole-class
discussion about the most promising characteristics they have heard. Especially during the partner team
sharing, students will be expected to pose questions about the other team’s design and respond to questions
about their own design using relevant observations and ideas. The teamwork expectations established in
Lesson 6, for example, keeping the discussion focused on the work, also apply in this lesson.


